
Protective cough screens are available which can be used as desk partitions for enclosed office spaces, 
in reception areas, on retail counters or as larger free-standing mobile screens that can be moved 

around a factory floor.

Our desk/counter dividers are ideal for reception and cashier areas with frequent customer contact, 
they are easy to clean and help maintain a hygienic environment.

Desk Mounted Defender Sneeze Guards

Defender Sneeze Guard with Frame

Made from 3mm optically clear acrylic with a lightweight 
aluminium frame. 

Dimensions:  1000 w x 650mm h

Divider:  3mm clear acrylic

Defender Sneeze Guard without Frame

Made from 5mm clear acrylic, this is our most lightweight 
design, coming with four small supporting legs.

Dimensions: 1200 w x 800mm h,  
 840 w x 700mm h
 600 w x 780mm h

Divider:  3mm clear acrylic

Defender PVC Sneeze Guard with Frame

Available in a variety of sizes. Made from 1mm PVC, with 
an aluminium frame that can be screwed to a desk.

Dimensions: Min 4002 Max 9002

Divider:  White or brown aluminium frame

Defender Ceiling Mounted SneezeGuard with 
Frame

Made from an easy to clean, lightweight 3mm PVC, two 
holes in the screen allow it to be suspended via ceiling 
fixings (not supplied).

Dimensions: 1200 w x 900mm h
Divider:  3mm clear acrylic
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Workplace  
Protective Screens 

Rentokil can supply a range of protective screens to help support your customers and  
employees in remaining safe and protected within the workplace, enabling businesses  

to get back to full capacity.

The Experts in Pest Control



Our heavy duty dividers allow companies to adhere to social distancing measures, both in the 
office and on the factory floor, they are easy to clean and wipe down, with lockable castors and a 

lightweight design which allows full mobility.

Defender Mobile Separation Screens

Defender 100 Mobile Separation Screen

Made from 5mm clear acrylic with a lightweight 
aluminium frame.

Dimensions:  1200 w x 1800mm h

Divider:  5mm clear acrylic

Defender 200 Mobile Separation Screen

This solid clear one piece curtain is attached through the 
top and bottom rail, manufactured with a sturdier heavy 
grade frame.

Dimensions: 1460 w x 1900mm h, 

Frame:  25mm black powder coated steel tube frame

Defender 300 Mobile Separation Screen

This solid clear one piece curtain is attached through the 
top and bottom rail, manufactured with a sturdier heavy 
grade frame.

Dimensions:  2065 w x 1900mm h

Frame:  33mm black powder coated steel tube frame

Defender 6x6 Mobile Separation Screen

This solid clear one piece curtain is attached through the 
top and bottom rail, manufactured with a sturdier heavy 
grade frame.

Dimensions: 1460 w x 1900mm h, 

Frame:  25mm black powder coated steel tube frame

We can supply a range of protective screens or we can offer bespoke screens for supply and installation.  

Quick lead times are available.

 Phone us for a survey on 0800 345 7563 or visit our website rentokil.co.uk

The Experts in Pest Control

Reduce the risk of the
spread of Coronavirus 


